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EXE: An Expert System Shell for Agricultural Applications

INTRODUCTION

Scientists working on the management of agricultural

systems encounter complex problems in decision making. To

assist in the solution of these problems, scientists have

used computer technology to develop decision making tools

in the form of software programs. [Loga88a,Ston87a] Col-

lectively, such software programs are called decision sup-

port systems (DSS). [Benn83a,Spra82a] One early class of

products used in agricultural decision making are simula-

tion models of specific systems under study.

[Taba85a,Welc78a] Simulation models proved to be weak

decision support tools because of the high level of exper-

tise required for their operation. Recently, scientists

have begun working on a class of decision support systems,

called "expert systems" (ES). Expert systems are programs

that operate on encoded knowledge of an expert in a

specific domain. [Buch84a,Naeg86a]

Research in the science of Artificial Intelligence

has produced programs, called "shells," that operate on

domain-dependent information, called "knowledge," in the
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form of rules to produce what resembles an interactive

session between the decision maker and the domain expert.

[Haye83a,Hugga,Jone85a] An ES is the result of combining

the shell and the domain specific knowledge. Recent

developments in the field of ES technology and computer

hardware allow the use of shells that previously required

mainframe computers to run on microcomputers.

In the field of integrated pest management (IPM),

pest managers deal with the growth and control processes

of insects, crops, weeds and diseases and the relation-

ships between them. The management of these processes and

relationships requires large sets of historical informa-

tion, current environmental parameters, and the evaluation

of biological variables through the application of human

expertise. In ES circles, a person who is considered an

expert on a specific problem domain is often referred to

as a "domain expert." Computers are helping the IPM

domain experts manage complex problems with the use of

software tools such as database managers, spreadsheet

based decision models, and graphical presentation systems.

But to date these tools have not been put together into a

management aid that a novice pest manager can use. The

ultimate goal of our pest management ESs is to build a

decision support system that incorporates the domain

expert's expertise with software tools that can manipulate
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the biological and environmental information to allow a

novice pest manager, such as a grower, to make decisions

that best meet the economic and environmental requirements

of pest control.

The needs of IPM dictate that if an ES shell is to be

used for an IPM ES then it must posses the ability to cap-

ture the chain of reasoning of a domain expert in making

decisions and allow linkages to the software tools that

the domain expert uses in solving problems. A second con-

cern in the design of an IPM ES shell is the "user-

friendliness" of its human interface. Agriculture has not

had as great exposure to computers as fields such as

engineering, physics or chemistry so it is expected that

the agricultural users of an ES shell will have less

experience with computer software. An ES shell that is to

be used by agricultural domain experts must provide an

easy-to-understand concept of operation and be self-

explanatory in its operation. An ES must be able to pro-

vide information in easy-to-understand form, such as

graphics, and allow responses that are as simple as possi-

ble, such as answers to multiple choice questions.

The need to develop EXE, an ES shell, grew out of a

USDA-funded project to create an IPM decision support sys-

tem for deciduous tree fruits. The project goal was to

tie expert knowledge, insect models, spreadsheets and
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databases together into a management package that could be

delivered to novice pest managers.

We digress here to describe the history of the pro-

ject that included the construction of two IPM ESs and the

development of EXE so the reader can identify the goals

and the participants in this project.

In the early 1980s a group of Oregon State University

(OSU) scientists, headed by Dr. Brian Croft, Department of

Entomology, decided to apply the current ES technology to

the problems of IPM with respect to deciduous tree fruit

and nut crops grown in the Willamette Valley of Oregon. A

USDA W-161 grant proposal was written, accepted and funded

in 1984.

Through 1984 and 1985 the group expanded into a

shared effort between the Department of Entomology and the

Department of Computer Science. From Entomology came two

researchers as domain experts, Sue Haley and Ray Drapek,

under the guidance of Dr. Brian Croft, who has been work-

ing the last 15 years on decision support tools for IPM. I

was involved initially in the project to identify the

appropriate computer tools for the construction of an ES.

Later, when it became apparent that the construction of a

shell was needed, I took on the task as my thesis project

under the direction of Dr. Walter Rudd, Department of Com-
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puter Science.

In the initial phases of the project the group was

looking for an ES shell to use in the construction of ES.

The group decided not to use solutions that required LISP

or PROLOG programming due to the added complexity for the

domain experts and the weak commercial support for the

languages on microcomputers that the novice pest managers

would have access to, IBM-PCs. From discussions with

faculty researchers in the Department of Computer Science,

we found that commercial ES shells that ran on IBM-PC

microcomputers and supported the group's needs could not

found be found at that time.

Meanwhile, RECOG [Gou185a] , a decision support sys-

tem, was under development at OSU as a Ph.D. project in

the Department of Computer Science. We adopted the RECOG

model and quickly began modifying it to achieve the pro-

ject goals. We quickly encountered limitations in RECOG.

It allowed no flexibility in the construction of the

knowledge base. RECOG did not provide for spawning exist-

ing simulation models, database managers, and

spreadsheets. We concluded that RECOG would not suffice

for our project.

It became obvious after surveying the limited commer-

cial software and experimental tools available at the time
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that a new shell customized to the group's needs would be

desirable. So began the construction of EXE.

After EXE was well under construction the group began

to notice colleagues at other universities developing ES

with newly emerging commercial tools. The group knew that

with the current level of funds, personnel and time avail-

able that EXE would never be able to compete with the

efforts of private enterprise. The group made plans to

continue development of EXE while no stable commercial

shell was available to support current design needs. At

some later date they would rewrite the developed knowledge

bases over to a marketed commercial product that would fit

the group's needs. The group continued to review new

shells, tools and ES throughout the life of this project.

It was never the group's goal to turn EXE into a commer-

cial product or to have it compete as one. EXE was to be

the result of our needs analysis in developing a prototype

agricultural ES.

The group was interested in ESs that provide "consul-

tation in operation," much like MYCIN [Shor74a] , a famous

ES used by physicians to diagnose and treat patients with

certain kinds of bacterial infections. In the agricul-

tural arena the prediction of biological production is

needed to estimate economic impact. The use of simulation

models for the forecasting component was proven to be
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useful in COMAX [Lemm86a] , a very expensive research-

based ES. COMAX consults with the cotton grower to deter-

mine the state of the crop and environment and then runs a

cotton phenology simulation to predict harvest and other

management dates. Starting in 1985, many small microcom-

puter ES [Plan87a,Jone86a,Uhri86a] similar to the OSU

group's project began to appear in agricultural litera-

ture. The newly emerging ES are all consultation systems.

The system of Jones et. al. provides linkages with exter-

nal models. For their prototypes, developers of the pub-

lished systems used small commercial shells such as

Insight [Fich86a] and TI-PC [Texa87a] , that run on

micros. Jones et. al, Roach et. al. and Plant all carried

the ES through a second development phase in which a more

powerful programming language (PROLOG) was used to obtain

performance and features that were not available under the

commercial shells.

EXE was completed in November of 1987 and fulfilled

the requirements of the group in building prototype ESs.

EXE has the following unique capabilities:

1. Easy spawning of DOS programs
2. Menu driven knowledge acquisition
3. Expert controlled inference process
4. Requires less then 80k random access memory
5. Fast execution of domain logic
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In the remainder of this thesis, I will describe EXE.

The design and implementation of EXE is reported in the

two following sections. I then present a brief descrip-

tion of two ESs that were constructed in parallel with the

building of EXE. Finally, I present the results from

building and using EXE, the problems in implementing ESs

with EXE, future projects that would enhance the function

of EXE, and state what I have learned from building EXE.



ARCHITECTURE OF THE SYSTEM

Objective

9

In constructing the EXE system, we have very specific

objectives in mind. Our aim is to allow the agricultural

domain expert to easily enter his/her knowledge into a

system in an organized fashion and then be able to turn

that system over to a novice decision-maker for an

interactive consultation session that would closely mimic

a session with the domain expert.

System Design

EXE is one program on the user's disk. The knowledge

base is separate from the code. EXE provides communication

to the expert and user in a manner that is independent of

the domain. The execution of external programs is general

enough to run most packages of software currently on the

market.

Fundamental Capabilities

EXE allows the domain expert to enter his/her logic

into the computer and have it played back to the user.
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EXE provides a menu-driven system to help the domain

expert enter rules and logic statements. To ease the bur-

den of understanding the ES shell, EXE provides the links

to programs and programming environments, such as dBASE

III and LOTUS 123, so that external data from these non-

expert system components can be brought in and used by the

knowledge base.

Structure

Figure 1 illustrates EXE's program structure. The

expert editor and expert control system are the user

interface. The knowledge interpreter, symbol table

manager (STM) and record management routines form the

logic control system. Record management routines have not

been integrated with the rest of the logic control system

so that additions and changes to the knowledge base struc-

tures on the disk and a compression scheme may be added at

a later date. The thick connecting lines represent exter-

nal EXE communications; the thin lines represent internal

interaction (function calls).
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EXE System Overview

ser Expert

Expert Control

System

Knowledge

Interpreter

Symbol Table

Manager

Expert

Editor

Knowledge

Base

Operating System

Record

Management

File System

Figure 1. EXE program structure.
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HOW MODULES AND FEATURES ARE IMPLEMENTED

User Interface

The user interface follows the flowchart given in

Figure 2 for the execution of the knowledge base com-

ponents, which are called frames. Each frame consists of

a series of questions and rules. In operation, a frame is

selected by the user, the questions are presented to the

user, the user answers, and rules are tested using the

answers given. If a rule is evaluates to TRUE, either a

statement is returned to the user or another frame is

selected to run after the current frame expires. This

process is repeated until there are no more frames to exe-

cute. The user interface is a menu system that uses

software windows to display the menus and "help" screens.

The windows were built to help the user identify the

current task. If the user receives a statement and asks

"Why?," he/she can see there is an underlying mode to

return to when through with that screen (Screen 1).

The windows were designed to assist novice users.

The initial window (Screen 2) queries the user for the

usage environment. The response to the query helps EXE

identify the user as a novice or knowledgeable user and
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Questions

Answers

Model

Invocations

Rules

And
Reasons

Figure 2. Main flowchart of EXE human interface.
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2

Does the insect have wings?

1) Yes, 2 wings only

2) Reason Why Screen, press CR to continue

3) This information will help to identify the insect.

cho

Screen 1. EXE response to a "Why" request.
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tr1-1-Hel

Welcome to EXpert Executive.

Prototype!!! Beware!!

1) Guided Session

2) Non Guided Session

3) Edit the Knowledge Base

4) Quit

Please enter your choice:

Screen 2. The usage environment menu.
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then adjusts the operation of the ES to fit the user's

needs.

The third choice of the usage environment menu, which

the user does not see, is the option for a knowledge base

editor and is only present in the development version of

EXE. The editor takes the domain expert through a set of

hierarchical menus that aid in the creation and/or modifi-

cation of the frames, questions, answers, and rules. The

editor system is diagramed in the flowcharts shown in Fig-

ures 3, 3a, 3b, 3c. A more detailed discussion of the

operation of the editor can be found in Appendix B.

Knowledge Base

The ES knowledge base is represented using five dif-

ferent data structures (Figure 4) that are linked together

to form two classes of frames: EQU and KEY. A knowledge

base is a collection of frames of different classes in a

directory on disk. The frames have a common name and dif-

ferent extensions. The classes EQU and KEY perform two

different uses for the domain expert. The classes of

frames are created to provide the domain expert with con-

cepts that parallel how they think.

The EQU class allows the domain expert to ask a set

of questions. After each question the answer is bound to
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Edit

Existing

Frame

Select

Frame

Edt Header,

Que. Ms,

Rules or ROs

Create

ECU

Frame

Give Frame

Info; Name,

*experts....

Create

Key

Frame

Give Frame

Info; Name.

*experts,. ..

Print Frame
Delete Frame
Change ender

Import Frame

Figure 3. Flowchart of EXE editor.
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Create
Rules

Rule Type ?

RO/Create

Rule
Statement

9

Reason
Why ?

More
Rules Return

Figure 3a. Flowchart, creating rules from
inside the editor.
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Figure 3b. Flowchart, creating a EQU frame from
inside the editor.
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Create)
KEY

Question ?

Reason
Why ?

Confidence

Yes

Answer

Answer
Weight ?

More
Answers

Question
For This
Answer

Return

Figure 3c. Flowchart, creating a KEY frame
from inside the editor.
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the question. After all the questions are asked the rules

fire. The rules are guaranteed values for the operands.

They are evaluated like algebraic expressions; all vari-

able values are rounded up and a value is computed.

The KEY class allows a question to be asked and an

answer received. The next question to ask is then

selected based upon the answer given. The consultation

process continues until the end of the path is found. The

path is saved as a variable that can be used in the rules.

Then the rules fire. The concept discussed here is to

simulate a diagnosis, with the expert formulating a pro-

cess of elimination, very much like a dichotomy tree.

The representation of the frames in memory follows

the form of the data structures shown in Figures 5 and 6.

The form of storage on the disk is altered to save space

and to allow easy loading of the knowledge base. To handle

this transformation, the record manager performs the

packing/exporting to disk and reading from disk/loading

memory.

The rule structure allows the expert to assign confi-

dence values. Value represent the percentage of confidence

the expert has in stating rules.

The KEY frame has a weight array in each leaf node.

It indicates the importance that the questions asked have
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in the evaluation of the path taken. For instance, to

identify a creature, three questions are asked: eye color,

surface texture, and whether or not it has wings. The

rank of attribute importance for the codling moth is 10%,

30% and 60% respectively. This extra information allows

the user to review the answers given, noting that the

third question is the most important. At the end of the

diagnosis, the user is given three pieces of information:

that this is a codling moth, the domain expert's confi-

dence based upon the information given, and the importance

of each piece of information.

Symbol Table Manager

The symbol table manager (STM) maintains variables

and their values. The symbol table is a directory of all

the variables the ES uses and those that the domain expert

defines. An example of an expert variable would be

"TREE=Bartlett," where "TREE" is the name of the variable

and "Bartlett" is its value. In this case the variable is

of type string. An example of an ES variable would be

"$1:2=TRUE," where "$" indicates a system variable name,

"1:2" is the name of the variable, and "TRUE" is its

value. In this case the variable type is boolean.

The goal of a good STM is to provide fast access to a

variable, fast insertion into the table, and dynamic
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expansion. The EXE STM provides a lookup and insertion

interface to the rest of EXE. The STM maintains a global

hash table and a local hash table. The global table exists

for the life of EXE. The local table can be flushed at any

time. EXE initializes the local table at the beginning of

execution of a frame and flushes it at the end of execu-

tion of the frame. The local table is available for the

domain expert to define variables to be used in the

immediate frame and is discarded at the end. There are

actually four tables since the local and global tables are

stored in two parts each. The hashing mechanism is a

quadratic-offset algorithm. An individual hash table is an

array of data structures of type NLIST shown in Figure 7.

The data structure is designed to handle a variety of dif-

ferent variable types.

The STM allows a feature called macro substitution to

execute the statements to the user, which is helpful to

the expert. For instance, a rule can fire which runs a

program to calculate the number of degree days an orchard

has experienced, then load the result into a string vari-

able. A second rule can fire to give the user a control

recommendation, and refer to the number of degree days in

the recommendation. Macro substitution can be nested a

maximum of seven levels. Macro substitution allows the

system to provide dynamic suggestions to the user as
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Symbol- name \O

Nli st

key_p
value
flag

value is one of the variant types listed below

int *vb;
long vi;
char *vs;
char *vp;
fdtype *vkm;
char *vkcl
fdtype *vem:
char *vem;

/* boolean integer */
/* integer value */
/* pointer to a string */
/* pointer to a program */
/* pointer to a key frame descriptor */

1* file offset of a key frame on cisk */
/* pointer to a equ frame descriptor */
1* file offset to the equ frame on disk */

Figure 7. An element from the hash tables, NLIST
data structure.
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external programs calculate user-specific values. Screen

3 demonstrates the ability to substitute variables in the

rules.

Logic Control System

The logic control system of EXE is not a "searching"

inference engine like most of today's systems. A search-

ing inference engine tracks down rules that can solve the

current goal, then rules to solve the sub-goal, and so on.

EXE takes rules one at a time in the order that it finds

them and evaluates the left-hand sides (LHS). If a LHS

evaluates True, then the right-hand side (RHS) is exe-

cuted, which can cause a change in conditions, which in

turn, can cause other rules to fire. The domain expert is

in complete control of the searching process.

The EXE logic control system has two modes of opera-

tion as discussed above in the knowledge base section: EQU

and KEY. These two different forms of operation also

include different logic control components of the frame

level. The connection of frames via invocation rules is

the same, no matter which mode is in use. The EXE control

structure allows for different operational modes to be

added. Adding different modes would require the programmer

to make a knowledge base structure and add to the record

management if a current structure cannot be used. The
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rule # 6

rule type is s , rule orient is 0

expression

$true

rule is

Your degree day total is -CURRDAY-.

why

This degree day total was calculated from daily maximum and minimum

temperatures from the station and for the dates you requested.

Your degree day total is 756.81.

enter <cr> to continue, or 'w' for why, or 'e' to exit:

Screen 3. An example of variable substitution
in output intended for user.
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programmer would also have to add the editor and logic

control components.

Rule orientation is an interesting feature used in

RECOG. This feature allows the domain expert to categor-

ize the rules and control the presentation of information

to the user. All rules of the lowest orientation level

are executed first, then the next highest, and so on. The

rules within an orientation level are executed in the

order in which they are stored. The domain expert is

allowed to reorganize the rules to achieve the final

result desired.

EXE's expression parser is capable of logical and

relational operations which operate on variables and con-

stants. The parser uses a recursive descent technique to

evaluate the expression. The parser may also execute pro-

grams. A program is executed to obtain a value. When

parsing an expression, the parser attempts to find a value

for a variable which is preceded with a "." The parser

then runs the program. In the operation of EXE under DOS,

the program variable always appears to be true.

Program Interaction -- Spawning

A very important capability of an ES is its ability

to utilize domain specific programs. In agricultural sys-
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tents, weather data are very important. Manipulation of

maximum and minimum temperatures to calculate degree day

units is central to management practices in Integrated

Pest Management (IPM). This manipulation requires the

operation of databases and specific calculations. In an

IPM model (PETE) the degree day calculations took up one

third of the code. The degree day model was removed (Cur-

rans, unpublished), resulting in two rewards: a tool which

other systems can use without manipulation of weather

databases, and a reduction in complexity of the PETE

model.
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IMPLEMENTATIONS USING EXE

We did not develop EXE in a vacuum. In an effort to

make sure that our ideas about how experts could build

expert systems made sense, we had our experts develop real

ESs using EXE, while we developed it. These applications

are called APPLE and FILBERT. The following describes the

construction of the ES, partly through the results of

interviews with the domain experts involved.

APPLE

Apple is an early version of an ES written at OSU, by

Sue Haley, a Ph.D. student in Entomology.

Its objective is to help consultants and extension agents

make management decisions for several major apple pests in

arid areas of the Pacific Northwest. Figure 8 shows the

design with 6 major tasks that a user can perform.

The program uses invocation rules to bring in graph-

ics, access a dBASE database of daily temperatures, run an

insect phenology model written in C and PASCAL and access

LOTUS spreadsheets.

In nonguided mode the program proceeds directly from

identification of a pest to a group of linked management
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modules which help the user decide whether the pest popu-

lation is likely to cause significant crop damage. If a

spray is needed, a LOTUS worksheet aids in the selection

of a pesticide by computing the relative direct costs,

toxicity to mite predators and bees, and hazard to the

applicator of several pesticides. A second LOTUS

spreadsheet based on the equation in Figure 9 allows the

user to conduct a benefit/cost analysis of treatment

alternatives.

With the benefit/cost equation as the core, Haley is

now constructing a new version of APPLE (Figure 10) with

Texas Instruments' PC-EASY shell linked with a number of

dBASE programs and databases. Haley finds it easier to

write and edit rules in PC-EASY, but she misses EXE's

"Why" function, which is not available in PC-EASY. She

feels that documentation of the reasons behind each rule

is essential for credibility of the ES. Haley finds

inferencing not essential in the development of an ES.

She feels that EXE effectively solves the problem of

integrating a number of external programs with the

knowledge base.

FILBERT

FILBERT is an ES written at OSU, by Ray Drapek of the

Department of Entomology to assist Willamette Valley
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filbert growers in making insect pest management deci-

sions. It presents an approachable form of insect IPM for

novice pest managers. The overall design of FILBERT con-

sists of three sections (Figure 11), identification of

pest and predator by specimen; pest life history, popula-

tion monitoring directions and control thresholds; and a

database component that provides pesticide selection.

A decision was made early in construction to have

FILBERT cover only the most important economic pests and

control measures. The specimen identification component

consults with the user, asking questions about the pest at

hand. Upon completing the consultation a statement is

made as to whether FILBERT recognizes the insect; if so

then a picture is displayed.

The control recommendations are based on threshold

triggers where the current insect trap catch results are

entered interactively by the user in the population moni-

toring section. The pesticide selection maintains an

inventory of the common marketed compounds and their

prices. Evaluation is based on cost per application, pest

and pesticide availability due to supply and label res-

trictions.

Drapek did want an inferencing ability, but after

porting FILBERT to a backward chaining ES shell, Texas
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Instrument's Personal Consultant EASY, he did not feel

that this was as important as was first thought.

Requirements of an expert system shell

In the implementation of APPLE and FILBERT many sup-

port attributes that a good ES shell should contain were

identified. The OSU group domain experts ranked the

attributes (Table 1) by importance each attribute was in

the construction of their ES application.
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Expert System Shell Attribute Ranking

Attribute Croft Haley Drapek

A consistent, simple and friendy

user interface . 2 2 1

Execution of models . 1 2 2
Support graphics dsplay to the user . 2 2 1

Support database programs and file access . 1 1 1

Support spreadsheet programs and file access . 2 2 2
A domain expert knowledge base edtor 3 1 3
Support 'why?, 'flower, confidence value

and other dagnostic aids . 3 1 2

Legend
1 - Very Important

2 - Important
3 - Desirable but not important

Table 1. Identified Attributes of a good shell
as ranked by the OSU group domain experts.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The OSU group recognizes EXE as a success in the fact

that it enabled them to produce two working prototype ES

using the external programs which they desired. The OSU

group was so pleased with the flexibility of EXE that they

submitted a grant proposal and gave a live presentation of

APPLE at a major conference to over 40 scientists from the

Western United States. The presentation was well-received

and group received funding to continue development of EXE

and the ES.

Haley and Drapek were satisfied by the support EXE

lent in the construction of APPLE and FILBERT at a time

when the commercial market could not provide the same ser-

vices as EXE. Later, Drapek and others in the group wanted

to use an inferencing mechanism for the processing of

logic and so rewrote FILBERT using a major commercial ES

shell. When finished, Drapek compared the two shells and

found EXE to lack nothing essential to the effectiveness

of FILBERT.

In the construction of APPLE, FILBERT and EXE many

features of the future systems and shells were discovered.

The user interface of tomorrow's expert system will be one
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of the most important criteria in a design of an ES shell.

To make a prototype ES from bits and pieces of existing

software is a moderate task, but to make a successful ES

will require an "attractiveness to the user." The inter-

face should be simple to understand, provide sophisticated

screen management, easy to use, and adaptable to the vari-

ous external programming environments. An ES shell for an

agricultural task should not overlook the user interface.

The user should categorize his/her tasks into realtime,

interactive or batch. The domain expert building consul-

tation systems needs to ask if he/she requires help,

mouse, menus, graphics, user trace, "How" and "Why?" on

production rule systems.

The EXE logic control system was not designed to

solve problems via induction, but to aid the domain expert

in recording the pertinent facts and assembling the rules

to solve a problem. The domain experts used in the

development of EXE have accepted this fact and report that

EXE's operation is "logical" and "easy to learn." They

also attempted to incorporate their knowledge into conven-

tional shells (PC-EASY, INSIGHT II+) and found the multi-

ple levels of inferencing very difficult to master. Jones

[Jone86a] states that to create an agricultural ES one

must have a knowledge engineer involved in the project.

Jones feels that the knowledge engineer can concisely
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represent the domain expert's logic in the software. The

OSU group found that early input from the knowledge

engineer could lead the domain expert into a system not in

line with his/her way of solving the problem. Early com-

ments from the a computer expert made the domain expert

restructure the logic flow so that the computer implemen-

tation would be easier. For the first cut of an ES, the

domain expert should be allowed to design his/her own sys-

tem without concern about problems of representation.

Our experience seems to indicate that more powerful

inferencing systems are overkill for IPM, and that the

flexibility EXE offers is more important than powerful

inferencing commercial shells. It is possible to link

external programs, such as dBASE III and LOTUS-123, to an

ES. One sacrifices the user interface when doing so. The

programs we wrote for agricultural specific purposes link

in very nicely, but the differences in operation of

LOTUS-123 and dBASE III from the EXE interface are awkward

for the user to learn and manage. The differences in the

user interface are severe (menu formats were different and

the prompt responses were terminated differently) and need

to be consolidated between LOTUS-123, dBASE and EXE. The

look and feel of dBASE and LOTUS-123 are very hard to

filter out. These programs do not allow the programmer to

overhaul the user interface to remove changes in color,
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screen text character shape, or suppress disturbing screen

activity during builtin commands. A possible solution

would be to use third party software libraries that link

to the file formats of main software packages and provide

the same function of the packages.

One result of this project was the discovery of the

interfacing requirements of agricultural tools so that

they may be better used when incorporated in an ES. The

tools customized for this project include: PETE, DDAY,

GLODER, SERA and weather data formats. For external pro-

grams to be easily integrated into use in an ES shell they

should have options accessible from the command line that

suppress their prompting for input values and allow input

and output to come from a file. If this is done with I/O

redirection utilities then the programs can also be com-

bined on one command line to perform specific tasks that

one program alone cannot. All present command line execu-

tion problems in the programs listed above were resolved

and input/output redirection is allowed.

EXE provides the domain expert with a feature that

was discovered after porting the APPLE system to an

inferencing system(TI-PC). EXE allows the domain expert to

control the flow of the questions to the user. In creat-

ing a management system for consultants, the domain expert

wanted to partition the system into two components (pest-
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identification and pest management), so that pest-

identification can be executed separately and also as a

subcomponent of pest management. The choice of execution

style was to be left up to the user. To create the same

function under TI-PC, two separate knowledge bases would

have to be constructed (in order to create two separate

"main" goals) with a redundant pest-identification com-

ponent. This would waste space, induce updating problems,

and take much time to type all the rules into the pest

management system as the TI-PC editor cannot manipulate

rules as objects. I do not view the inability to separate

goals in a production system as a problem for it just

means the domain expert must plan the system for the fact,

but it was what the domain expert desired to do. In this

case, a knowledge engineer is needed to modify the the

knowledge base rules in order to provide the desired user

interface.

The domain expert's use of the documentation facil-

ity, "Why" was very limited. The domain experts put a

higher priority in finishing a working system than a well

documented system. The domain experts put information in

the areas that were complex (i.e. reasons for specific

sampling techniques) and areas in which the domain expert

did not want to be held accountable (i.e. pesticide rate

recommendations). Many of the reasons for why questions
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are being asked were left blank, or filled in with a sim-

ple reason. This appears to be similar to the problem that

programmers have when documenting their own code.

The EXE shell was initially created under a multi-

tasking development environment, UNIX and later ported to

run on an IBM-PC. Many initial design advantages such as

communication through process environments, memory-based

interprocess communication and simultaneous process execu-

tion were left out due to the weak support by the operat-

ing system (OS) on the target machine and are discussed in

more detail in Appendix C.

Future Work

Many of EXE's shortcomings could be overcome if EXE

were rebuilt using the newer operating systems and appli-

cations libraries that promise multitasking and greater

control of the user interfaces when they become available.

EXE's operation could be greatly enhanced if future

efforts were focused in the following areas:

1. Multiple Experts
2. Domain Expert Confidence Values
3. User Confidence Values
4. Other Frame Representations
5. Intelligent Graphical Knowledge Editor
6. Create a Model Parameter and Data Format Standard
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Conclusion

EXE is a flexible shell, that, when combined with DOS

programs, creates a powerful ES prototyping tool which can

take advantage of the great wealth of knowledge in agri-

cultural domain experts. EXE provided the domain experts

at OSU with an easy method of entering knowledge, and

using existing models and simulations into a form that can

be played-back to a user as a consultation session. The

EXE user interface allowed the domain experts at OSU

greater control over the appearance of the play-back ses-

sion with the user than conventional inferencing shells.

EXE was a viable alternative to commercial ES shells and

provided a solution in the early 1980s, void of commercial

tools for constructing ESs. EXE projects the possibility

that many agricultural ESs may be built and operated

without inferencing shells.
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APPENDIX A

USER'S MANUAL

Purpose of Manual

This manual is to help users and experts of EXE

operate the EXE shell. It is assumed that one reading

this manual may not have read the thesis material preced-

ing this.

Purpose of EXE Program

EXE is designed to help a non-computer person (domain

expert) enter expertise into a knowledge base and then

allow a non-computer person (user) to answer the specific

questions the domain expert entered, to receive the

expert's advice about the user's particular question

regarding the domain.

Capabilities of System

EXE will allow a domain expert to enter rules of

knowledge into a script that a user can execute either

directly or indirectly. The system may run DOS programs

externally, and import any new data via files. EXE is not

specific to any domain. It runs on an IBM-PC and PC

clones.
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Overview of System

EXE will allow a domain expert to enter a script of

questions and conclusions based upon the answers to the

questions. The user then executes the script in an

interactive answering session. At any time in the answer-

ing session the domain expert has the ability to request

EXE to spawn a program that will run under DOS and display

a picture, calculate a value, display a form for input

or ... Your imagination is the limit.

The user of an EXE application has the option of run-

ning the system in guided or non-guided mode which allows

the novice user of an EXE application to run in a tutorial

session to begin with; then as he/she becomes more

advanced, the execution of modules for specific purposes.

An Integrated Pest Management (IPM) support system in

tutorial mode will help a user identify a pest by the dam-

age caused or by a sample pest specimen, evaluate density

levels, do a cost/benefit analysis on control possibili-

ties, and then provide a recommendation. An advanced

operation of the EXE application allows a user to identify

a pest or simply determine density levels.

EXE is not considered a production rule expert sys-

tem, although with some work the domain expert could get

it to operate as one. EXE is designed to be a simple con-
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cept for the non-computer person to understand. It is

best put to use in an initial prototyping of a Decision

Support System (DSS).

Explanation of Conventions

Domain expert, user
are individuals that will due EXE. The domain ex-
pert exhibits a profound knowledge about a par-
ticular subject (domain). A user operates EXE to
get information to solve a problem that exists in
the domain covered by the ES implemented.

DOS, MS-DOS, PC-DOS
are similar names for Disk Operation Systems ori-
ginally created by Microsoft Corporation. These
programs provide the user of a personal computer
with an interface (COMMAND.COM) to manipulate the
computer, and the programmer with a list of func-
tions (BIOS, BDOS) to manipulate the computer
from within a program.

Exec, fork, spawn
all of these terms imply the running of other
programs. Some books distinguish them as fol-
lows: exec is to run another program in the same
memory space as the current program, never re-
turning to the parent. Fork is to run an exact
copy of the current program in parallel to the
current program; and spawn is to run another pro-
gram (child) in parallel to the current program
(parent). [Micr86a]

Frame
"A frame is a data-structure for representing a
stereotyped situation," [Wins77a] A frame is a
set of questions and rules to depict a particular
situation.

Help, why, how
The help function describes how to manipulate the
system in the current context. The why function
gives the reason behind a statement the system
will issue. How is the list of events that lead
to the current statement.
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Operators
are the symbols which indicate an action or asso-
ciation between one, two or more operands.

Precedence
is the order the operators are executed.

Operands
are the variables or constants which the opera-
tors act upon.

Path is the list of node(s) traversed to arrive at a
leaf, or terminal node.

Symbol Table
is the location in memory of the computer that
holds the variable's name and associated values
used in the ES implemented using EXE.

Guidelines to Using This Manual

The directions in this manual will cover a user's

interaction with an application that runs under EXE. The

domain expert(s) who wrote the application should have

provided documentation on how to interact with it. The

section "User's View" will be most helpful to a user. It

gives hints on how to install an application on a machine,

how to invoke it, how to use it to get help, and how to

edit answers.

If you are a domain expert, first read the "User's

View" to see what you can provide the user. Then read the

section "Domain Expert's View" which provides guidance to

create an application. The section "Hints on Executing

Programs" is a must for anyone planning to execute DOS
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programs from inside EXE.

If you have customization in mind, such as the

integration of a mouse, read the "Programmer's Overview."

It explains the structure of the EXE operations.

Definition of Responsibilities

This manual deals with operation of the EXE shell

and not the specific applications of EXE. EXE allows the

remote execution of programs. Once those programs are

invoked, EXE no longer interprets the keystrokes entered

by the user. This manual explains the functions and

operations of the EXE shell.

System Interaction

An EXE application will instruct you to turn on the

computer, initialize the system and run the EXE program.

You need to know the name of the knowledge base to run the

EXE shell. There are three ways to run the EXE program:

from batch file, command line, or interactively. The

invocation method will be well-documented by the domain

expert for the users.

Following are the contents of a batch file which

might be placed on the PATH (see DOS manual) to initialize

the application and invoke a guided session.
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ECHO OFF
D:
CD /EXPERTSY/SUEKAYPR
GLODER FRUITLOP.PIC -B1 -PO -K32
EXE -SAPPLE -G

The following demonstrates how you might execute the

knowledge base in the mode you choose:

EXE [-S SYSNAME] [-G 1 -N3

The brackets indicate that the parameters are optional.

The "I" represents "or." One or the other flag may be

used. "sysname" is the name of the application for EXE to

execute; "-G" and "-N" are flags used to invoke guided and

non-guided modes respectively. If the optional parameters

are not issued, EXE will request the needed information,

and defaults will be used. (Screen 4a & 4b)

Once you have invoked the application, you will

notice that all of the questions are multiple choice

(Screen 5). To answer the questions, type the number of

your choice (from the top row of the keyboard) and press

the <RETURN> key. (All prompts in EXE are terminated by

pressing the <RETURN> key.)

Type "r" to have the question repeated. Type "w" to

ask "Why?." The "Why?" response (Screen 6) returns the

statement put into the system by the domain expert for the

application. At any time, you may use <control-s> to stop
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Please enter the name of the DSS SYSTEM you wish to use:

[r
tr1;]-Help overwrit

Screen 4a. EXE requesting knowledge base to execute.
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-ctrl-J-Hel

Welcome to EXpert Executive.

Prototype!!! Beware!!

1) Guided Session

2) Non Guided Session

3) Edit the Knowledge Base

4) Quit

Please enter your choice:

Screen 4b. EXE requesting mode of operation.
(usage environment)
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Welcome to the Northwest Apple IPM Decision Support System. As you know,

management of apple pests can be confusing, risky, and expensive. To help

you make the pest possible decisions, this program brings to your situation

the knowledge and experience of crop protection specialists throughtout

the Pacific Northwest. Which of the following best describes your reason

for using the system today?

1) Review, revise or update my records

2) Identify a suspected pest or problem

3) Manage a known pest or group of pests

4) Run a pest model

5) Examine the characteristics of a specific pesticide.

6) Compare costs/benefits of control alternatives for pest complexes

7) Quit the System

choose the best answer, or r for repeat, or w for why:

Screen 5. Example of a question from an EXE
application knowledge base.
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Welcome to the Northwest Apple IPM Decision Support System. As you know,

management of apple pests can be confusing, risky, and expensive. To help

you make the pest possible decisions, this program brings to your situation

the=Reason Why Screen, press CR to continue

the You can use the program most efficiently if you can define your purpose

for clearly.

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

cho

Screen 6. An example of an overlapping "Why"
screen to a users request for more
information to a question.
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the display or <control-q> to continue the display.

Sometimes you may be asked for a string of charac-

ters, as in Screen 4a where you must supply the name of

the application. Whenever EXE requests a string of infor-

mation, you can edit the string before pressing the

<RETURN> key, thus fixing any mistakes before providing

the system with the information.

You have two input modes when editing string values:

overwrite and insert. When in insert mode any characters

typed are placed at the cursor location; all characters to

the right of the cursor are moved right one place.

Overwrite mode allows you to replace the character at the

cursor position with the one typed. When responding to a

request for a string of information, the top left border

describes a key that will give more help. Press the key

indicated in the top left border of the window for a list

of keys and their editing functions. Editing keys are

definable by the application designer.

You might notice the top left border of the question

window (Screen 7a and 7b). It is used to display the type

of frame and question in use. The caret () indicates the

beginning of the questions in any frame. In a key frame

the numbers of the answers to each question are preceded

by colons (:), and the current question uses a question
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Does the insect have wings?

1) Yes, 2 wings only

2) Yes, 4 wings; 2 hindwings may be concealed under forewings

3) No

choose the best answer, or r for repeat, or w for why:

Screen 7a. User's status within a KEY frame.
(Note upper left corner of border).
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Are you using or do you plan to use codling moth pheromone traps this year?

1) Yes, for timing sprays only

2) Yes, for monitoring population levels and timing sprays

3) No

choose the best answer, or r for repeat, or w for why:

Screen 7b. User's status within an EQU frame.
(Note upper left corner of border).
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mark (?) as a place holder (Screen 7a). In an equation

frame each question number is preceded by a dollar sign

($) and the answer number that follows is preceded by a

colon (:) (Screen 7b). The tenth choice was given as the

answer to the first question of the frame in Screen 7a.

The answer to the second question was one, the first

choice, and the system is currently displaying the third

question. An answer of "3" (No) to this question would

produce "10:1:3:?" in the upper left border of the next

screen shown. Screen 7b shows an equation frame in which

the answer to Question One is one, and Question Two is

currently being displayed.

The indicators in the top left border of the prompt

and help screens indicate your current status of input,

and how to get more help.

Once you answer all of the questions the domain

expert asks, you are presented with one or more rules

which are executed. If the rule is an invocation rule,

you are told that a new frame of questions is being queued

up for execution (Screen 8a). If the rule is a statement,

it will be presented as in Screen 8b.

As the rule conclusions are being displayed, again

you may ask "Why?" or exit back to the main control menu

(Screen 4b). You can ask why this conclusion is being



The expert suggests running Codling moth thresholds next.

snter <cr> to continue, or 'w' for why, or 'e' to exit:

Screen 8a. EXE informs the user of an invocation
rule execution.

65
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Rule # 1

Rule Orientation:

Diagnosis or sampling

Rule:

To monitor population levels, use one Pherocon 1CP trap per hectare (2.5

acres) in smaller orchrds. In larger orchards over 10 ha (25 acres) trap

density may be reduced to up to 5 ha (12.5 acres) per trap. To locate traps,

divide the orchard into approximately square blocks and place a trap in the

center of each block. If other apple or pear orchards or trees are located

within 75 feet of your orchard, place one trap in neighboring trees at

500-foot intervals around the perimeter of your orchard. Put these border

traps a few rows into adjoining orchards if possible. Border traps are not

needed if neighbors are using codling moth traps or if you are certain on the

basis of past trapping that no important external source of moths is present.

Hang traps one-third of the way from the bottom of the tree canopy on the

south or east side of the tree. Avoid placing traps in the path of

sprinklers or machinery. If you are using traps only to determine Biofix for

timing sprays, use at least 3 traps per orchard spaced evenly apart.

enter <cr> to continue, or 'w' for why, or 'e' to exit:

Screen 8b. EXE informs the user of a statement
rule execution.
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stated.

HELP

You may ask for help when being prompted by EXE with

a windowed choice (Screen 9) but is not to be confused

with "Why?" or "How?." The help given concerns how to

enter the answer. Editing abilities are available on

string prompts. The help screen advises you which keys

are available.

You may be presented with screens and prompts from

programs external to EXE. The responses and interactions

to these programs are specific to each program. You

should consult the documentation provided by the domain

expert to respond to these prompts.

Utilities Available During Execution

While EXE is running an application, there are a

number of small utilities you can execute. The utilities

comment, scratch pad and dictionary are meant for the user

while dump symbol table and terminate are for the domain

expert. All utilities are listed here for the description

to be complete. All are available if the user holds down

both the <right shift> and the <left shift> keys. These

utilities are only available on the IBM-PC version of EXE.
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Welcome to the Northwest Apple IPM Decision Support System. As you know,

m xpensive. To help

y HELP MENU s to your situation

t ctrl-]- help. sts throughtout

t ctrl-y- delete the current line. ribes your reason

f ctrl-i- insert a line before the current line.

ctrl-r- read text from a file.

ctrl-w- write text to a file.

ctrl-k- Enter an Editor

ctrl-z- Accept the text from the window and exit.

ctrl-o- toggle between overwrite and insert modes.

DEL delete the current character.

ctrl-h- delete previous character. pest complexes

ctrl-e ctrl-x- cursor up and down.

ctrl-s ctrl-d- cursor left and right.

c ctrl-b ctrl-n- begining and end of current line.

CR- to continue.

Screen 9. A input help screen to assist users on
inputing requested values.
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Comment to domain expert. You are encouraged to

enter comments to the domain expert through the mechanism

called "Comment to an Expert." When the menu screen comes

up after you hold down both shift keys simultaneously,

choose the comment selection. You are allowed one window

to comment to the expert. The editing keys are listed in

the help screen for the window. Each comment, limited to

512 characters, is added to a file that is to be reviewed

by the domain expert at a later time.

Scratch pad. A scratch pad is provided as a place

for you to keep tidbits of information. The pad is read

in each time EXE is fired up, and erased each time EXE

terminates. The default size of the pad is 2048 charac-

ters.

Dictionary There is a small lookup facility which

defines terms into a table. You may add terms or list the

terms or their meanings. A term is limited to 80 charac-

ters in length. The meaning is limited to a maximum of

2048 characters. The terms are kept in alphabetical

order. A maximum of 10,240 characters can be added to the

dictionary in one run of the EXE program.
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Dump of symbol table. The user/domain expert may

desire to see what is currently in the symbol tables (glo-

bal and local) when executing an application. The symbol

table will list all non-blank entries. Even entries which

existed and then were deleted will be listed as defunct.

Throughout the execution of an equation frame, a

user/domain expert can request dumps of the symbol tables

so he/she can watch the addition of entries. The key

frames define the path taken at the termination of the

questions.

Terminate, in case of emergency. In every software

package something will go wrong and this option was

created for just such an event. It does not terminate EXE

in a normal manner. This option will close open files, and

terminate the EXE program. The user must be very sure the

exit of EXE is what he/she wishes to do before answering

yes. The symbol table is destroyed. This method of exit-

ing is meant as an application debugging feature only.
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APPENDIX B

DOMAIN EXPERT'S MANUAL

As a domain expert, you will have a different

interaction with EXE than the users of the application.

You will use EXE in constructing your application and in

running it during testing.

Creating a System

It is suggested that a new directory be created and

used to hold each new application:

C> MKDIR NEWAPP
C> CHDIR NEWAPP

The editing process is started with the creation of an

empty knowledge base. To create a knowledge base fire up

EXE by typing "EXE" on the command line all by itself.

When you are prompted for the name of the knowledge base,

type the desired name of the application. EXE will

attempt to open a knowledge base by that name and if none

is present, it assumes that you wish to create one.

When you type the name of the knowledge base, a mas-

ter file with the <applications-name.MAS> is constructed

on the disk. The master file is a directory of all the

frames in the knowledge base. Each entry in the master
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file contains information such as the name of the frame,

the filename which the frame resides in, and the type of

frame it is. The order of the names is important. The

first frame is executed first in guided mode. In non-

guided mode the frames are listed in the order that they

are kept. An initial frame is created called "Introduc-

tion," with no questions in it. To begin creating your

system, you select "Edit the Knowledge Base" and then edit

the "Introduction" frame by adding questions and rules

(see "Make a Question"). If you don't want an "Introduc-

tion" frame, you must create a new frame with the name

desired and delete the "Introduction" frame. Figure 3.

shows an overview of the knowledge base editor functions.

How to Make a New Frame

You must be in the knowledge base editor and have

selected a knowledge base to edit before creating a new

frame. Once inside the knowledge base editor, choose the

option to create a new frame. (Screen 10a) Then choose the

type of frame desired, give the frame a name (Screen 10b),

and tell how many experts will be entering information in

the frame (Screen 10c). The numbers assigned to experts

will allow the separation of rules. Rules will fire for

each expert, and the user will receive a consensus on

recommendations. Once this initial information is
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ctrl -] -Help

Welcome to the Expert Editor

1) Edit an existing frame.

2) Create an equation type frame.

3) Create a key type frame.

4) Miscelaneous.

5) Return to Main Menu.

please enter your choice:

Screen 10a. List of editing options available
to the domain expert.
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Enter the name of the frame:

1

-ctr1-]-Help overwrite--

Management

Screen 10b. Domain expert naming a frame to create.
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Enter the name of the frame:

enter the number of experts for the frame: 1

Screen 10c. Domain expert giving the number of
experts entering information into frame
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entered, the method of entering information for Questions,

Reasons Why, Answers and Rules is the same for the two

frame types, key and equation. The ways key and equation

frames are put together are different.

The key frame works best with diagnostic systems.

Figure 3c. shows the sequence of operation in creating a

Key frame. Each answer to a question leads to another

question. The equation frame is a list of questions to

ask the user and rules which fire according to the combi-

nations of the the user's answers. Figure 3b gives a

flowchart for building an equation frame.

An equation frame keeps the questions in a flat array

as shown in Figure 5. The key frame keeps the initial

question as a root, and each question in the next wave of

questions is linked to an answer of the previous question

level. This tree structure is designed so that the path to

an answer dictates the questions asked, as shown in Figure

6.

You will need to keep track of the questions and

answers as you create the system. If you wish, the system

will print out a list of the knowledge base. This is

helpful from time to time to be assured that the system is

correctly building the system you intend.
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Make a Question

Questions are strings of text. A question is limited

to one displayable page, approximately 1500 characters

long. The display system can handle much longer strings,

but a paging mechanism for the user is needed. When

prompted for the question you can display a table and a

question or a very lengthy multi-line question. You must

remember to put a question mark at the end of the text so

the user will know what part is the question (Screen 11).

Questions can be entered using any text editor or

word processor. The editor desired may be assigned in the

string DEF_EDITOR constant which is currently fixed due to

the special setups some editors require. It is not too

hard to have a programmer add support for your favorite

editor.

The second part to a question is the reason why

(Screen 12). "Why" is a statement to explain the reason

for a question. Here you should cite the references used

in asking the question, be it from experience or publica-

tions. You should also state what you are trying to deduce

from the requested information.

When creating a question, you are requested to submit

a confidence value for the question (Screen 13). A confi-

dence value is only useful in the case of the key frame.
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Enter question # 1.

ctrl-]-Help overwrite

Do you need information on how to install codling moth pheromone traps?

Screen 11. Domain expert entering a question
into a frame.
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Enter question # I.

ctrl -] -Help overwrite

Do you need information on

-ctrl-]-Help overwrite

how to install codlin

DEnter the reason why.

Interpretation of codling moth trap captures is impossible without

careful attention to trap installation.

Screen 12. Domain expert entering reason "Why"
the question is needed.
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Enter question # 1.

=ctrl -] -Help overwrite

Do you need information on how to install codling moth pheromone traps?

Confidence 0 = 80

Screen 13. Domain expert entering confidence value.
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The confidence value indicates the question's importance

in the path to a rule. This will allow users to evaluate

their answers to the questions when the solution path is

displayed in response to "How?." Essentially, when there

is a rule that is found TRUE on a particular path, each

question has a relative weight of importance in the deci-

sion.

Make an Answer

When creating an equation frame you are prompted for

all the possible answers after you create each question.

It is assumed that the answers go to the last question

given (Screen 14). When you indicate that there are no

more answers, EXE will then ask you desire more questions.

When creating a key frame, you create a question,

then the answers, and then the questions that branch from

each answer and continues in a recursive descent process

until you do not want to continue from an answer. The

last answer which you do not continue from is a terminal

for that branch in the tree. Creating a key frame is a

complex problem and requires you to think out the decision

tree before entering it into the system.
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Enter question # 1.

ctrl -] -Help overwrite

Do you need information on how to install codling moth pheromone traps?

ctrl -] -Help overwrite

Yes

!Enter answer # 1.

Screen 14. Domain expert entering answer
for a question.
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Make a Rule

After defining the rule type, the next step in creat-

ing rules is to separate them into classes. Suggested

classes for the apple pest management knowledge base are:

diagnosis, evaluation, control action. They are called

rule orientations. This feature allows the user to

receive information in a logical sequence. Separating the

rules is not mandatory; one class of rules is all that is

required. You may name the rule orientations anything you

wish. Rule orientations stretch across frame boundaries;

any or all rule orientations can be used in any frame.

Rule orientations are assigned numbers from one to

200. The rule orientation zero is special in that all

rules of this orientation are executed before the execu-

tion of the question in the frame. They are initializa-

tion rules. Most often in the rule orientation zero, the

expression is the constant TRUE so the rule may fire,

since nothing can be inferred yet. You cannot give a name

to the rule orientation zero, because it is transparent to

the user.
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NOTE

Rules are executed by an orientation number, from
small (1) to large (domain expert defined). All rules
of the same orientation are executed at one time. All
rules which are grouped together before the next
orientation will be displayed to the user. Rules
within an orientation number are executed in the
linear fashion as they are kept in the knowledge
base. If you wish one rule to fire before another,
you must place it earlier in the list, or subdivide
the orientation number into two or more new orienta-
tion numbers, with the rule you wish to execute first
having the lowest number.

Once the rule orientations are created, the rules can

be built. As the questions in a frame are executed and

answered, those answers are recorded. In the latter phase

of the frame execution, EXE executes the rules based upon

the recorded answers.

There are two components to a rule: the

expression(exprp) and the statement(rule_t). (Figure 4)

EXE checks the expression for evaluation to TRUE. If the

expression is TRUE, EXE executes the statement. If the

expression is not TRUE, EXE goes on to the next rule and

repeats the process until all the rules in the frame are

processed. An example of the list of rules in memory is

displayed in Figure 12. Rule expressions are similar for

all types of rules, but rule statements are different for

statement, invocation, and constraint rules.
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Rule List
rs2
(from Frame Descriptor)

Rule 4K 1

rule t
orient /
expr p
rp
why_p
conf 66

/ next_p

Rule #: 2

rule t
orient /
expr p
rp
why p
conf 95

/ next_p

Rule #: 3

rule t
orient 2
expr p
rp
why p
conf 99
next_p

$ 2 : 1

cunzei vn.ila, 1etn2,1

CIA ikr.thatol

$4: 1

^ eicandl 3 7

g 744,71, //V flak, 771. C

Figure 12. An example of how a rule list is managed.
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Rule expressions. The expression evaluator in the

EXE system uses a recursive descent technique to parse and

evaluate an expression. Parentheses are allowed to over-

ride any implied precedence of the operators. Nesting of

parentheses is limited to the stack space of the machine

in use. The operators that are allowed are:

logical and (&),
or (I),
not (!),
relations of not-equal-to (<>),
equal-to (=),
less-than (<),
greater-than (>),
less-than-or-equal-to (<=),
greater-than-or-equal-to (>=),
variable identifier ($) and
program execution ().

A typical rule expression in an equation frame may

look like this:

$1:2 & $2:2 & ($TREE=BARTLETT)

The user must have answered both the first and second

questions with the second selection. The variable "$TREE"

must have been set to "BARTLETT" earlier in the execution

of the expert system with a constraint rule. The "$" is

needed at the start of every variable name for EXE to dif-

ferentiate between variable and string constants.

A final operator () is allowed in expressions. This

operator attempts to run the program named immediately
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after the operator. It will always return TRUE to the

expression. This option was designed to set environment

variables that could be checked in the expression. Due to

DOS's problem in the environment expansion, the environ-

ment interface was never built. This operator can be used

to run programs that show pictures. The better place to

run programs is from an invocation rule.

Constraint rules. Constraint rules are the mechanism

used to remember facts. Their statements are in the form:

EXPRESSION

VARIABLE = SYMBOL VALUE.

If the EXPRESSION evaluates to TRUE, then the VALUE will

be put into a global or local symbol table associated with

the name VARIABLE. The global table exists for one execu-

tion session of EXE, while the local table exists only for

the execution of its frame.

In the constraint rule:

TREE -S BARTLETT

"TREE" is the name of the variable and "BARTLETT" is the

value of the variable. If the variable "TREE" already

exists, from a previous constraint rule invocation, it

will be assigned the value of "BARTLETT", overwritting the

previous value. You can define a variety of variable
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types and to keep them straight you must use special

assignment statements. Note that an upper case equal-

qualifier indicates global symbol table, and lower case

indicates local symbol table definition. The following is

a list of variable types for the constraint rules and

their meanings:

'= ','=I', '=i'- define an integer into the symbol
table. An expression follows.

'=E1,1=e1 - retrieve string from the environment.
An environment symbol name follows.
If the name does not exist,
define the string symbol as null.
Run reprocess on the retrieved string.

'= S',' =s' - define the following string into the
symbol table. Run preprocess on the
string before definition.

'=F','=f' - retrieve string from the following
file name. Run preprocess on the string.
If the name does not exist, define the
string as null.

A useful debugging technique is to use the symbol

table dump command. The description of this command is in

Appendix A, under the section "Utilities available during

execution." You create your rules in a frame and then

test the frame in non-guided mode. When each rule fires,

you may request the symbol tables to dump the variables'

current values for inspection.

Rule Statements. Statement rules are the vehicle

used to give information and conclusions to the users.
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They work similarly to statement rules in a PROLOG or LISP

system. If the expression evaluates to TRUE, then the

statement contained in the statement rule is given to the

user. In the text of the statement, you can place vari-

ables which exist in the symbol table (placed there by

constraint rules) for expansion. For example, if you

defined the variable "TREE" to be equal to "BARTLETT"

(i.e. $TREE = S BARTLETT)

then the word "-TREE-"

(i.e. ...prune your -TREE- pear trees....)

in the text of the statement will be expanded to

"BARTLETT" when displayed

(i.e. ...prune your BARTLETT pear trees....)

to the user. The routine that does this is called "prepro-

cess." In looking for a variable in the symbol table,

first the local table is searched, then the global table.

Along with the statement is a "why" component. It is

very important to fill this out when creating the rule.

The user does interact with the statement rules, and is

allowed to ask "why." This is where you document the con-

clusions or support the information with references.

Invocation rules. Invocation rules initiate the exe-

cution of programs and other frames of the ES. They are

executed when their expression evaluates to TRUE. The
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invocation rules are used to execute programs such as

dBASE III, to gather weather data or calculate values. To

get the external values back into the ES, a constraint

rule is used. EXE does not remove itself from memory when

executing a program, so make sure adequate memory is

available to run a task. NOTE: If you have a large frame

with over 100K of statements, and wish to run LOTUS-123

with a large spreadsheet, there may be a shortage of

memory. CHKDSK or MAP may be invoked to see if there is

enough memory (RAM) to invoke LOTUS. A pipe can be used to

filter out the explanation of enough memory, and bring it

back into the program for testing before executing a LOTUS

spreadsheet.

EXE uses a shell specified in the COMSPEC environment

variable to spawn and pass external programs. The use of

a shell allows you to use pipes and I/O redirection when

invoking the command. Invocation of "COMMAND.COM" causes

the current environment to be passed to it so that

"COMMAND.COM" can use a path when searching for the pro-

gram to execute and allows programs that use the environ-

ment to operate correctly. The termination of the command

causes any environment variables set during the command's

life to be lost. The shell that executed the command ter-

minates and removes itself. Execution of external pro-

grams takes place in both the guided and non-guided modes
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of EXE.

One of the main reasons for invocation rules is to

allow you to chain the logic from different frames

together. For instance, suppose you make a generic frame

that calculates the population density for a pest.

Another frame designed to control the pest requires the

pest population as input. You may invoke the pest-

population-density frame from the pest-control-frame. The

pest-population-density frame will use a constraint rule

to define a global variable of density, from there after

(constraint expression) $true

(constraint rule) $ppd= I 25

(statement expression) $ppd > 20

(statement rule) Warning: over 20 OBLR ...

the rules in the ES application can use the global vari-

able in expressions. When EXE is about to invocate a

frame in guided-mode it will announce to the user the name

of the frame to be invoked. In non-guided mode the name

will be announced, but the frame will not be invoked and

the user will return to the usage environment menu.

Editing Frames, Questions, Answers, Rules, or Rule

Orientations
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Editing the knowledge base consists of selecting a

frame to modify and running through a review process of

its various components. You can modify any question, rea-

son why, answer, rule, or rule orientation. If you delete

a question, the rules which use that particular question

would fire incorrectly. When you delete or rewrite a

question or answer, you must also change the rules which

use it. At the end of the review process you can add more

questions, answers or rules in expanding the current

frame. Modifications to the components follow the same

constraints as in creation.

Hints on Executing External Programs

There are two ways to invoke external programs. The

first is to have the program run independently; the second

is to have the program run through a shell. Running the

program independently requires that the domain expert know

where it is on the disk, and specify the exact location.

The DOS PATH environment will not work when specifying the

program to execute. The DOS shell "COMMAND.COM" actually

implements and maintains the environment.

Running programs via the shell is very handy. The

shell takes care of I/O redirection, piping and locating

the executable code (.BAT, .EXE, .COM files). The PATH

environment variables are searched to locate the code.
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There is more overhead by inclusion of the shell in the

invocation. Space in memory is used for the new copy of

the shell and for time needed to load it. (Figure 13) A

shell must be used to run batch programs, but any shell

can be substituted for DOS. There are commercial products

that provide users running batch files with much more

power than "COMMAND.COM" does. It may be beneficial to

purchase one of these shells.

If you wish to fire up a program without shell inter-

vention, then you must specify the path to the program

exactly. A common use of this is the execution of a

graphic frame. A paint program is used by the domain

expert to draw an image, and the graphic display program,

GLODER is used by EXE to display it on the screen and wait

for an event to terminate it. Invocation of the shell is

not needed and would slow down the display. Specify all

filenames and locations fully!

DOS batch files. Operating systems which allow the

execution of command line programs, batch operations, and

I/O redirection are invaluable. While developing new

applications, there are many times a combination of useful

programs can be used to complete a task without writing a

specific program. Screen 3 shows an example. The intent

is to calculate the degree day accumulation of a weather
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file using the Baskerville-Emin method, without writing a

specific program to do it. The data file in use is not in

the proper format for the current utility. The solution is

to use one utility to produce the proper data format for

the degree day utility, use the degree day utility, and

then use a third utility to capture the last value in the

data produced by the degree day utility and return this

value to EXE using a constraint rule to put the value in

the global symbol table so that all other rules can use

it.

DOS SUBST command. Construction of batch programs

often require that reference be made to absolute device

locations. Screen 15 is a list of dBASE III code that

references databases. If the system in use is designed to

migrate across other machines, the locations of the data-

base may have to change because of the existing configura-

tion. Instead of making these absolute references, the

SUBST command (see DOS manual) should be used to keep the

location reference a logical one. Then, if the locations

are changed, only one change must be made, and all refer-

ences will reflect the new location. If problems occur

with DOS when using the SUBST command, there are two

options: either use Version 3.0+, or assure that the LAST-

DRIVE command is used in the CONFIG.SYS file and that it
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This Rule
RIB e2
rule type is I, rule orient is 0
expression
$true
rule Is
-wee bat

set talc off
set gaiety oft
clear
store 0 to mprt
use aweather Index aweather

0. S.0 Weather Database
Access Program °coo)r

If (mprt.1)
set aRemat to gweather .1st
set alernat on

List all Stations and Their months of data.

runs this batch file
echo off
cia
meat g d\kevh\theskAapple
c:
cd abase
chase wrmutmn
cis

cd \keerAthesis \ apple
subst g /d

which runs this dbase program(segment)

which displays this screen to the user

The output of the dbase prgm
is read in and processed by
a following rule .

rule s4
rule type is i , nde orient is 0
expression
biros
role Is
acolrm 1 8 gmmxmn txt I

:8..trkei:Y4141';-Mor:a`101811e,
:-.4048^.:092::71;4:44;:eft

4:8;81; a gi 1 at 1:12

1985:::04:P.:4; 6.3;:8 ;:9.:10;11:12 ::::::::

'-:-:-::
:: Enter Stator Min6er 4003:
::Eriter:tiookiesivi***4987::istrit:::1
:Entior:.0010:Yearc.-:.1W.::1110a14

dday -a -150 -h881 tai -11colrm 1 7 miday.tmp

then loaded into a EXE variable .

Me* 5
rule type Is c Me orient Is 0
expression
Strue
rule la
CUFiRDAY -F dday brp

Screen 15. Example dBASE III code that
references external information.
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provides enough space for the logical drives you desire.

(See DOS manual for more information).
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APPENDIX C

PROGRAMMER MANUAL

The EXE concept originated in the Ph.D. thesis writ-

ten by Mike Goul (RECOG). [Gou185a] RECOG was written in

TURBO-PASCAL V3.0 and discontinued for our applications

because of inflexibility of the memory allocation mechan-

ism. EXE is written in "C" and runs under DOS Version

3.0+. [IBM87a]

The program consists of about 9000 lines of commented

source code in seven modules:

main.c - Main program
ed.c - Knowledge base editor
eval.c - Recursive descent expression evaluator
i.c - Frame interpreter, question interface to user
sym.c Symbol table manager
r.c - Record management system
w.c - Window management and input utilities

Figure 1 illustrates the functional interaction of

the various modules. The windowing utilities are not

shown, but are used from all modules that communicate to

the user or domain expert.

The record management system transfers frames and the

frame directory between RAM memory and the disk. It is

responsible for taking the internal data representation

and storing it to a disk file in a reasonable format.
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This system was created to pack the information into a

tight package in the DOS file system. (DOS has a limita-

tion of 111 files to a floppy disk directory.)

The symbol table manager maintains four hash tables,

an odd and even for the global table and an odd and even

for the local table. The hash function uses a "fold +

radix" algorithm. At the end of the symbol table routines

is the preprocessor that is used to expand the macro

strings in the statement rules. This collection of rou-

tines is independent of the knowledge base. It could be

used as a symbol table manager for any other system.

The frame interpreter (FI) performs the EXE to user

interaction. It determines the type of frame (KEY or EQU)

and executes the data structure in memory. The FI calls

heavily on the windowing routines in the interaction with

the user. The answers the user gives the FI are saved in

the symbol table for processing by the rule processor (in

the "main.c" routine).

The expression evaluator is another independent

module. It receives a string and parses it using a recur-

sive descent algorithm, communicates with the symbol table

manager for operand values, and returns the values of

either TRUE or FALSE to the rule processor.
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The knowledge base editor interfaces to the domain

expert using the window package. It allows the domain

expert to create and edit ES applications. It allows the

creation of both the key and equ type of frames. It

creates the frame in the memory of the computer using the

data structures shown in Figures 5 and 6. It will call on

the record management routines when the domain expert

wishes to save the frame to disk or print the frame.

The main module (main.c) contains the heart of EXE.

It parses the command line or queries the user for the

application to use. It then loads the application frame

directory and proceeds to process the frame based upon

given inputs. It houses the rule processor and controls

the operation of guided and non-guided modes.

Implementation Problems and Discussion

During the design and implementation of EXE, many

problems were found with the MS-DOS OS. It was not the

best choice of OS for the implementation of the ES. This

section discusses its shortcomings, and how a UNIX

environment would better handle the problems.

MS-DOS programs do not usually allow the return of an

integer to the parent of the exiting program. The parent

does receive the success or failure of the OS's ability to
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find and run the program, but not the program's status.

The PC-DOS operating system is not reentrant

[Klug87a] which prevents the creation of programs that run

as daemons in the background and use the DOS file alloca-

tion services. One problem arose from the desire to have

a daemon update the weather database on receipt of a data

packet from the weather station in the background opera-

tion of the PC. Some simple utilities that skirt the

problem by looking at an undocumented flag had to be

created. However, further support of this flag under

newer versions of the OS is not assured.

The UNIX environment returns a data structure that is

given to the process from the parent process. The current

process is allowed to expand to add symbols and values.

When the child process expires, the environment along with

new symbols and values created are available to the parent

process. This process operates in memory; it is fast.

There is also less overhead by the OS to manage an

environment. The PC-DOS environment is not documented to

have ability to expand as of V3.1. The environment is a

static size set upon booting the machine. The DOS system

provides the ability to test for symbols and values but

not set them. (An environment symbol can be set from the

shell, but there is no OS support for it.) Because of this

problem the "environment type" of the variable that is
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used in rule expressions was not implemented. The

manufacturer of DOS has changed the way the environment is

declared in the last three versions. It could be that

there is a lack of support for the environment concept

under DOS. In addition, many programs do not take advan-

tage of the environment.

Pipes appear to be files under the UNIX OS. The OS

keeps the program from writing on the disk by creating a

queue in memory (4096 bytes) and all I/O is performed on

this queue. On a UNIX system this allows a performance

advantage of approximately a factor of ten. DOS appears

from the terminology and documentation to operate in the

same way, but under scrutiny it does not. Temporary files

are opened on the disk instead of in the memory queues.

The worst case scenario is shown in Figure 14. This slows

the performance by using multiple programs as well as

requiring much more disk space to accomplish the same

task. Using pipes on a PC for processing a file whose

output is half the size of the disk space available would

be prohibitive.

DOS V3.1 does not access more than 640K bytes of sys-

tem memory. This lack of a virtual memory environment

poses problems when spawning other system tasks which

require a large portion of memory. For example, dBASE III

requires 512K bytes of memory. [Asht86a] Running on less
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PC-DOS

Database Query

*

Unit Conversion

DDaytalculations

*

Peat Model

PIPES

Raw
Data

ii
DSS
hfo

UNIX

Database Query

Unit

DDay Calculations

Pest Model

4k Memory buffer

Disk file

* Indicates excess memory /disk transfers

Figure 14. A contrast of pipes, PCDOS .vs. UNIX.
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than that may cause it to abort. This limit restricts the

size and number of tasks EXE may invoke and has forced the

partition of the knowledge base into frames to save on the

amount of memory used.

The IBM-PC and upward compatible systems are based on

the 8086 line of Intel microprocessors. The 8086 uses a

segmented memory arrangement for its memory allocations.

The large chunk of contiguous memory is 64K bytes. The

compilers that are constructed for these machines force

the programmer to limit individual data structures to 64K.

This limit forced the move from RECOG to EXE because of

the growing data segment which held the knowledge base.

In EXE the data structures were designed to be linked

together so they might expand across the 64K segment boun-

daries, and thus use more of the total memory for manage-

ment of the knowledge base.

In the process of integrating stand-alone PC programs

such as LOTUS-123, dBASE III+ and TURBO PASCAL, problems

were encountered in controlling the screen display by pro-

grams that perform direct memory access. Programs have

two alternatives of writing to the user: standard

input/output and direct memory access. Standard

input/output uses the OS to get characters to the screen.

The DOS OS allows one program to redirect the standard

input/output handlers to come and go to files. Redirection
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comes in handy when using a utility program from inside

another program. The parent program can invoke a utility

program and instruct it to get its keystrokes from a file

and to throw its output away. The user will not see it.

Direct memory access programs give us no such option. When

invoked, they have total control over what is displayed on

the screen. Some of the programs with an internal pro-

gramming language help suppress some of the distracting

screen action, but not all of it, which leads to the

inconsistent displays in the user interface to the

user/domain expert. These inconsistent interfaces may go

away in the future with the advent of utilities such as

linkable libraries, or LEAF, by LOTUS, which are intended

to be integrated into application products.

DOS is a single task OS. All references in the PC

world to DOS as "finally multitasking" are incorrect! Pro-

grams such as SIDEKICK tout that they are multitasking,

but in reality they just stop the current task and do a

context switch. Others perform some background data com-

munication, but cannot run a copy of dBASE and 123 at the

same time.

UNIX can spawn off a child process and continue pro-

cessing. When a variable must be bound to the results of

the child process, the parent can wait for the child to

exit. Models and simulations could be run many consecutive
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times in the background while the user is performing some-

thing else which would be a better use of the computer.

[McKi85a] DOS has forced the programming of EXE to control

a serial processing. The initial design was to allow a

simulation to be fired off at the start of EXE or the

start of a frame. By the time the rules of the frame

needed the value, the process calculating it would be fin-

ished. This asynchronous processing is not available under

DOS.
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APPENDIX D

SAMPLE DUMP OF EQUATION FRAME

frame name is /McDaniel mite/

frame file name is /apple.028/

frame type is e, number of experts is 0

number of questions is 3, number of rules is 5

frame number is 28

question 1

How many active McDaniel mites are found in your leaf sample?

why

answer 1

Average of less than 50 per leaf

answer 2

Average of aver 50 per leaf

answer 3

Don't know or have no sample

question 2

What is the ratio of active McDaniel to predator mites in your leaf sample?

why

answer 1

50 or fewer McDaniel mites to 1 predator mite

answer 2

More than 50 McDaniel mites to 1 predator mite

answer 3

Don't know or have no sample
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SAMPLE DUMP OF EQUATION FRAME (continued)

question 3

Are trees in this block growing poorly or suffering from inadequate irrigation?

why

answer 1

Yes

answer 2

No

answer 3

Don't know

rule # 1

rule type is s , rule orient is 1

expression

$2:1

rule is

McDaniel mite level is below the action threshold. Predator mites are very

efficient in quickly destroying populations of McDaniel mites. Avoiding

unnecessary summer miticides will help maintain long-term free biological

mite control. If no predator mites are present and McDaniel mites are near

threshold, resample in 1 week.

why

Action threshold is based on Madsen et al. (1975). See Hoyt (1969) for details

on predator mite destruction of McDaniel mite. For dangers of excessive use of

miticides, see 1986 Spray Guide for Tree Fruits in Eastern Washington, p. 21-24.

rule # 2

rule type is s , rule orient is 1

expression

$1:1 & $2:2 & $3:1

rule is

Heavily stressed trees suffering from nutrient deficiencies, winter or

mechanical injury, lack of water, or inadequate thinning are less tolerant of

mite injury than vigorous trees. If substantial leaf injury is occurring, we

recommend a spray of Plictran or Vendex 50% WP at 1 lb. per acre if predators

are present or 1.5 lb. per acre if no predators are present. Resample in 2

weeks. For good long-term fruit production and mite control, steps must be

taken to improve tree vigor. Excessive use of miticides will eliminate predator

mites and lead to resistance of McDaniel mite to miticides. If resistance is

already a problem, we recommend introducing predator mites.

why

For effects of stress on tree tolerance to mites, see Hoyt et al. (1979). For

details on miticide resistance and predator introduction, see 1986 Spray Guide

for Tree Fruits in Eastern Washington, p. 21-24.
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SAMPLE DUMP OF EQUATION FRAME (continued)

rule 4 3

rule type is s rule orient is 1

expression

$1:2 & $2:2

rule is

Predator mite numbers are considered to be too low to reduce McDaniel mites

before economic damage to fruit quality or return bloom occurs unless trees are

overly vigorous or carrying a very light crop load. We recommend a spray of

Plictran or Vendex 50% WP at 1 lb. per acre if predators are present or 1.5 lb.

per acre if no predators are present. Resample in 2 weeks. Excessive use of

miticides will eliminate predator mites and lead to resistance of McDaniel mite

to miticides. If resistance is already a problem, we recommend introducing

predator mites.

why

Mite action thresholds are based on Downing (1974), Madsen et al. (1975), and

Hoyt et al. (1979). For details on miticide resistance and predator

introduction see 1986 Spray Guide for Tree Fruits in Eastern Washington, p.

21-24.

rule 4 4

rule type is s , rule orient is 1

expression

$1:1 & $2:2 & ($3:2 I $3:3)

rule is

McDaniel mite level is below the action threshold. You may see some leaf

injury, but fruit quality and return bloom will not be affected. Excessive use

of miticides will eliminate predator mites and lead to resistance of McDaniel

mite to miticides. If resistance is already a problem, we recommend introducing

predator mites. Resample in 2 weeks to assess population trend and predator-

McDaniel mite ratio. If McDaniel mite number is near the threshold, resample in

1 week.

why

Mite action thresholds are based on Downing (1974), Madsen et al. (1975), and

Hoyt et al. (1979). For details on miticide resistance and predator

introduction see 1986 Spray Guide for Tree Fruits in Eastern Washington, p.

21-24.
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SAMPLE DUMP OF EQUATION FRAME (continued)

rule # 5

rule type is s , rule orient is 2

expression

$1:3 1 $2:3

rule is

To sample for mites, take 1 sample of 50 leaves from the predominant variety

and tree age in a block of up to 5 acres. In low density plantings collect 10

leaves from each of 5 trees, and in high density plantings collect 5 leaves from

each of 10 trees. Trees should be preselected and marked so that repeated

samples may be taken from the same quarter of each tree. Collect spur leaves

from along the entire limb or limbs sampled. Place each 50-leaf sample in a

paper bag and transport bags in an ice chest to a mite counting service.

why

Proper collection and handling of leaf samples is essential to obtain accurate

mite counts. For more details see Downing and Arrand (1970) or EM 3886 (1974).

If you are doing the mite counting yourself, see Morgan et al. (1955).

rule orient I 1

Threshold and control

rule orient # 2

Diagnosis or sampling
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APPENDIX E

SAMPLE DUMP OF KEY FRAME

frame name is /Introduction/

frame file name is /apple.040/

frame type is k, number of experts is 0

number of questions is 4, number of rules is 25

frame number is 1

question # 42769

Welcome to the Northwest Apple IPM Decision Support System. As you know,

management of apple pests can be confusing, risky, and expensive. To help

you make the best possible decisions, this program brings to your situation

the knowledge and experience of crop protection specialists throughout the

Pacific Northwest. Which of the following best describes your reason for

using the system today?

why

You can use the program most efficiently if you can define your purpose

clearly.

answer #1 and points to quest# 43293

Review, revise or update my records

answer #2 and points to quest# 0

Identify a suspected pest or problem

answer #3 and points to quest# 43537

Manage a known pest or group of pests

answer #4 and points to quest# 43759

Run a pest model

answer #5 and points to quest# 0

Examine the characteristics of a specific pesticide.

answer #6 and points to quest# 0

Compare costs/benefits of control alternatives for pest complexes

question # 43293

Which record would you like to use?

why

Your records are kept in separate files.

answer #1 and points to quest# 0

Daily maximum and minimum temperatures

answer #2 and points to quest# 0

Tree census (number, planting date, variety, rootstock, location)

answer #3 and points to quest# 0

Crop yields, grades and returns

answer #4 and points to quest# 0

Crop estimate
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SAMPLE DUMP OF KEY FRAME (continued)

answer #5 and points to quest# 0

Horticultural practices (irrigation, fertilizer, pruning, thinning)

answer #6 and points to quest# 0

Pest and natural enemy surveys

answer #7 and points to quest# 0

Tree and crop damage surveys

answer #8 and points to quest# 0

Spray applications (pesticides, thinners, hormones, nutrients)

answer #9 and points to quest# 0

Pest control constraints (market, equipment, time, labor, safety)

answer #10 and points to quest# 0

On-farm pesticide inventory

question # 43537

For which pest do you need management information?

why

Information on each pest is in a separate chapter or chapters.

answer #1 and points to quest# 0

Codling moth

answer #2 and points to quest# 0

San Jose scale

answer #3 and points to quest# 0

Mites

question # 43759

Which of the following models would you like to run?

why

There are several models to choose from.

answer RI and points to quest# 0

Codling moth

answer #2 and points to quest# 0

San Jose scale

rule # 1

rule type is c , rule orient is 0

expression

Strue

rule is

$1:1= 1 0

why
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SAMPLE DUMP OF KEY FRAME (continued)

rule i 2

rule type is c rule orient is 0

expression

$true

rule is

$1:2= I 0

why

rule # 3

rule type is c , rule orient is 0

expression

$true

rule is

$1:3= I 0

why

rule 84

rule type is c , rule orient is 0

expression

$true

rule is

$1:4= I 0

why

rule it 5

rule type is c , rule orient is 0

expression

$true

rule is

$1:5= I 0

why
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SAMPLE DUMP OF KEY FRAME (continued)

rule # 6

rule type is c , rule orient is 0

expression

St rue

rule is

$1:6= I 0

why

rule # 7

rule type is c , rule orient is 0

expression

$true

rule is

11:7= 1 0

why

rule # 8

rule type is c , rule orient is 0

expression

8true

rule is

$1:8= 1 0

why

rule 1 9

rule type is c , rule orient is 0

expression

St rue

rule is

51:9= I 0

why
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SAMPLE DUMP OF KEY FRAME (continued)

rule # 10

rule type is c , rule orient is 0

expression

$true

rule is

$1:10 =1 0

why

rule # 11

rule type is c , rule orient is 0

expression

*true

rule is

$2= 1 0

why

rule # 12

rule type is c , rule orient is 0

expression

$true

rule is

$3:1= 1 0

why

rule # 13

rule type is c , rule orient is 0

expression

$true

rule is

$3:2= 1 0

why
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SAMPLE DUMP OF KEY FRAME (continued)

rule 4 14

rule type is c , rule orient is 0

expression

$true

rule is

$3:3= 1 0

why

rule 4 15

rule type is c , rule orient is 0

expression

$true

rule is

$4:1= 1 0

why

rule 4 16

rule type is c , rule orient is 0

expression

$true

rule is

$4:2= I 0

why

rule 4 17

rule type is c , rule orient is 0

expression

Itrue

rule is

$5= 1 0

why
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SAMPLE DUMP OF KEY FRAME (continued)

rule 4 18

rule type is c rule orient is 0

expression

$true

rule is

$6 =I 0

why

rule 0 19

rule type is i , rule orient is 1

expression

$2

rule is

Diagnosis

why

This chapter will help you identify your suspected problem.

rule 4 20

rule type is i , rule orient is 2

expression

$3:1

rule is

Codling moth

why

This chapter will direct you to information on codling moth management

appropriate to your situation.

rule 0 21

rule type is s , rule orient is 2

expression

$4:1

rule is

We are now going to run PETE, our model of insect development.

why

cuz you asked for it!
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SAMPLE DUMP OF KEY FRAME (continued)

rule 0 22

rule type is i , rule orient is 2

expression

*4:1

rule is

"petemdl 3 7

why

To run the pete model.

rule 0 23

rule type is i , rule orient is 3

expression

$1:1

rule is

maxmin

why

To enter max mins

rule 0 24

rule type is i , rule orient is 2

expression

$6

rule is

"cbfmdl

why

rule 0 25

rule type is i rule orient is 3

expression

$5

rule is

"pesticid

why

cuz

rule orient 0 1

Diagnosis

rule orient 0 2

Management

rule orient 0 3

Records


